AVAILABLE IN THE LEAGUEAPPS INTEGRATION CENTER

+
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INTEGRATION OVERVIEW

PROTECT YOUR ATHLETES
AND YOUR ORGANIZATION
WITH PLAYER’S HEALTH
TRIGGER BACKGROUND CHECKS AND COACH
COMPLIANCE STRAIGHT FROM LEAGUEAPPS
Player’s Health oﬀers a full risk management solution to local and youth
sports organizations. They provide a fully customized coach compliance
training based on your state, sport, and aﬃliations. This includes
conducting a free risk assessment of your organization, and then
helping you mitigate all the risks via a partnership with JDP to perform
background checks, coach compliance training, and an abuse reporting
tool that complies with federal requirements. We’ve teamed up with
Player’s Health to make it as easy as possible for you to better comply
with the evolving safety and legal requirements for you and your sports
organization, right inside LeagueApps.
HOW THE INTEGRATION WORKS
Coaches will be invited to register for Player’s Health when they
register for any designated LeagueApps programs. They will receive an
email prompting them to complete registration, coach certiﬁcation
training, and a background check. Basic elements of Player’s Health,
including concussion training and a ‘coach pay’ option for background
checks, are totally free of charge for you. Additionally, you can choose
to pay for background checks and have your coaches enrolled in
premium compliance courses, incurring fees per coach.

WHY CLUBS LOVE
PLAYER’S HEALTH
MAINTAINS A SAFE, ACCOUNTABLE,
AND COMPLIANT ORGANIZATION
The all-in-one management system that
houses compliance and abuse reporting,
risk assessment, and injury recording
makes it easier for organizations to
comply with dynamic athletic
responsibilities.

PROVIDES ORGANIZATIONS
WITH TRANSPARENCY
Player’s Health technology allows
organizers to see which training and
background screenings their coaches
have completed, along with updates on
ﬂagged screenings—giving organizations
up-to-date insight.

SIMPLIFIES ORGANIZATIONS’
OPERATIONS
Digitizing the background check,
compliance, and insurance processes
frees up organizers’ time while ensuring
that processes are operating smoothly
and concisely.

Questions about Player’s Health? Contact Us to learn more about pricing and how to get started.

